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HA 60 Pair digital hearing amplifiers

+
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Extra small in-ear shape

Ergonomic fit directly in the ear canal, barely visible

Practical 2-piece set for amplification on both sides
Ideal if hearing ability is limited
Amplifies the volume of all sounds indoors and outdoors
Low-noise rendering
3 attachments each for individual adjustment to the ear canal
Frequency range: 200 - 5300 Hz
Amplification: max. 26 dB
Volume: max. 113 dB
Product dimensions: 19 x 10 x 14,9 mm
Incl. 4 x 1.4 V PR70/A10 battery
Accessories and replacement parts:
Drying capsules HA 60/80/85, 8 pcs.: 641.15
Earwax guard HA 60/85 32 pcs.: 641.16
Medical device
3 year guarantee
Sales unit: 6 / Shipping carton: 4 x 6
EAN no.:

4211125 64113 9

Item no.:

641.13
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Tailored solutions thanks to
various hearing amplifier designs
Each design has its benefits. Choose a hearing amplifier that is right for you and live life to the full once more.

BTE hearing amplifiers
Feature: classic model that is comfortable to wear
These hearing amplifiers are worn behind the ear (BTE) and all functional
components, such as the speaker, are integrated within the housing.
The sound is transmitted to the ear via air conduction in the plastic tube.
Advantage:
			

Thanks to the design, older people will also find them
easy to use.

Speaker

RIC hearing amplifiers
Feature: improved technology without transmission loss
RIC devices are a subtype of BTE hearing amplifiers. The speaker is located
directly inside the ear, which makes the sound very clear.
Advantage: 	Good acoustic transmission characteristics thanks to
direct transmission of sound within the ear canal.

Speaker

Feature: small, discreet and virtually invisible
These hearing amplifiers are worn in the ear (ITE). They are therefore
the smallest and most unobtrusive hearing amplifiers. All of the
components are placed directly within the ear canal.
Advantage:	Good acoustic transmission characteristics. Easy to
fit. Ideal for people who wear glasses.
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ITE hearing amplifiers

